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QUESTION NO: 1

Which three user authentication services can be modified in to provide the Palo Alto Networks NGFW with both username 
and role names? (Choose three.)

A. PAP

B. SAML

C. LDAP

D. TACACS+

E. RADIUS

F. Kerberos

ANSWER: C D E 

QUESTION NO: 2

An administrator needs to optimize traffic to prefer business-critical applications over non-critical applications.

QoS natively integrates with which feature to provide service quality?

A. port inspection

B. certification revocation

C. Content-ID

D. App-ID

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 3

An administrator accidentally closed the commit window/screen before the commit was finished. Which two options could the 
administrator use to verify the progress or success of that commit task? (Choose two.)

A)
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B)

C)

D)
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A. Option A

B. Option B

C. Option C

D. Option D

ANSWER: A B C 

QUESTION NO: 4

Which processing order will be enabled when a panorama administrator selects the setting "Objects defined in ancestors will 
takes higher precedence?

A. Descendant objects, will take precedence over ancestor objects.

B. Ancestor will have precedence over descendant objects.

C. Ancestor objects will have precedence over other ancestor objects.

D. Descendant object will take precedence over other descendant objects.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 5

What are two benefits of nested device groups in panorama? (Choose two )

A. overwrites local firewall configuration

B. requires configuration both function and location for every device
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C. all device groups inherit setting from the Shared group

D. reuse of the existing Security policy rules and objects

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 6

Which two subscriptions are available when configuring panorama to push dynamic updates to connected devices? (Choose 
two.)

A. User-ID

B. Antivirus

C. Application and Threats

D. Content-ID

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 7

A Security policy rule is configured with a Vulnerability Protection Profile and an action of Deny".

Which action will this configuration cause on the matched traffic?

A. The configuration is invalid it will cause the firewall to Skip this Security policy rule A warning will be displayed during a 
command.

B. The configuration is valid It will cause the firewall to deny the matched sessions. Any configured Security Profiles have no 
effect if the Security policy rule action is set to "Deny"

The configuration will allow the matched session unless a vulnerability signature is detected. The "Deny" action will 
supersede the per. defined, severity defined actions defined in the associated Vulnerability Protection Profile.

C. The configuration is invalid. The Profile Settings section will be- grayed out when the action is set to "Deny"

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 8
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Which event will happen administrator uses an Application Override Policy?

A. The application name assigned to the traffic by the security rule is written to the traffic log. B. The Palo Alto Networks 
NGFW Steps App-ID processing at Layer 4.

B. Threat-ID processing time is decreased.

C. App-ID processing time is increased.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 9

Which CLI command enables an administrator to view detail about the firewall including uptime. PAN -OS® version, and 
serial number?

A. debug system details

B. Show system detail

C. Show system info

D. Show session info

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 10

Winch three steps will reduce the CPU utilization on the management plane? (Choose three. ) Disable logging at session 
start in Security policies.

A. Disable predefined reports.

B. Reduce the traffic being decrypted by the firewall.

C. Disable SNMP on the management interface.

D. Application override of SSL application.

ANSWER: A B C 
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